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SML lines – maximum width 
for maximum flexibility
SML delivers extrusion coating and laminating lines 
for wide products, using modular design to adapt 
to specifi c customer demands. 

In order to keep pace with fast changing market 
requirements, these coating lines are fl exible and 
combine the latest technology with a capacity to 
produce a variety of products such as tarpaulins, 
geomembranes and greenhouse foils, which are 
used in the construction and agricultural industries. 
Other fi nal applications for niche markets include 
tents for aid organisations and scaffold sheeting.

SML coating lines are equipped with high-output 
extruders for diverse polymers and up to 5 layers 
can be coextruded. 
The extruders, die, and feed block  are mounted in 
a motorised, overhead carriage and are run out of 
the production line laterally. This unique feature 
ensures maximum availability for start-up, cleaning, 
and maintenance.

Production speeds up to 350 m/min are available, 
while special features such as an automatic die 
with adjustable internal deckling system, differential 
thickness measurement and an ability to handle 
differing substrates, permit the manufacture of a very 
large product range. In turn, this furnishes customers 
with maximum fl exibility.

The coating/laminating unit is equipped with a large 
diameter cooling roll, an anti-adhesive pressing roller 
and a steel support roller. Web handling prior to 
coating incorporates fully or semi-automatic unwinds 
with low-friction idler rollers, web tension control, 
and edge guidance. Once coated or laminated, the 
fi nished product is edge trimmed by shear cut or crush 
cut slitting devices. At the very end of the process, 
the SML winder series W1200 guarantees a top 
winding result.

SML extra wide coating lines are equipped with the 
latest drive technology and the SMILE control system.

EXTRA-WIDE EXTRUSION COATING LINE
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Applications:   tarpaulins, carpets, geomembranes, laminates, roofi ng underlay, 
   weather protection fabrics for scaffold sheeting, tents for aid organisations
   ground membranes for waste dumps, customised products

Raw materials:   LDPE, LLDPE, HDPE, PP, EVA, TPE, adhesive agents, 
   UV stabilisers and fl ame retardant masterbatches
Film weight range:  15 - 80 g/m² or 80 - 600 g/m², others on request
Substrates:  woven fabrics, papers, fi lms, felts, nonwovens, grids and others
Final end fi lm width:  up to 5000mm

RAW MATERIAL HANDLING
Feeding system:   individual, pneumatic hopper loaders
Gravimetric dosing:  up to 6 components per extruder
Extruder output control:  integrated in SML control system

EXTRUSION
Extruder diameters: 60 / 75 / 90 / 105 / 120 / 135 / 150 / 180 / 200mm
L/D ratio:   28 or 33, depending on raw material and extruder size
Melt fi ltration:  hydraulic screen changers
Coextrusion structures:  up to 5 layers
Extrusion die:  automatic die with cross-profi le control

UNWIND
Basic concept:  turret unwinds, double unwinds or single unwinds
   up to 3 unwinds on one line, shafted or shaftless design

COOLING UNIT
Rubber pressing roll: seperately adjustable pressing gap and pressing force
Supporting roll:  steel roller, driven and temperated
Cooling roll:  chrome-plated roller, driven and temperated
Roller width:  2700 / 3400 / 3800 / 4200 / 4600 / 5300mm
Features:   tefl on tape attachment, strip-off roll, spreader rollers
Mechanical line speed: up to 350 m/min

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Preheating system: infrared heater fi eld or oil-heated roller
Corona treatment:  one-sided, double-sided or reversible treatment
Thickness measuring: beta ray gauging system 
   single frame or two frame system for differential measuring

TRIMMING
Knife:   shear cut or crush cut system
Inline slitting:  up to 5 part bobbins

WINDING
Basic concept:  series W1200 coating turret winder shafted or shaftless

AUTOMATION  SMILE control system
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